
● Promote  When you earn media from bloggers share it on your own 
channels. This helps your posts get exposure and helps the bloggers get 
exposed to new audiences. 

Why is Blogger Outreach Important? 

● The average buyer consults 11 product reviews before making a 
purchase decision. Most of these are blog posts. 

● Bloggers are easier to search for by granular contextual criteria than 
influencers on other platforms. 

● Bloggers are some of the most sought out resources when consumers 
are researching brands and products. In fact at least 81% of the digital 
population  trusts advice they get from bloggers. 

● Bloggers are active on a variety of social channels so they are a great 
springboard for campaigns that span across many digital channels. 

● Bloggers write about niche based topics instead of genre allowing 
marketers to find influencers who have a very targeted audience. 

● Action and social mentions are driven more effectively by “power 
middle.” Mid-level influencers like bloggers have a smaller but more loyal 
audience and drive 16 times more engagement than paid media and 
“mega influencers.” 

● Blogs are in the top five sources of trustworthy information. 
● “Influencers are most active on blogs, as 86% say they have them and 

88% of those say they blog for themselves.” 

 

How to build a successful blogger outreach strategy 

● Approach blogger outreach in a “network building” approach. Create a 
strategy that identifies the bloggers that lift your brand the most and 
segment them into an advocate group that you nurture and work with 
ongoing. 
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● In the initial outreach email after identifying a blogger you want to work 
with, send a personalized pitch that contains the following in a clear and 
concise manner: 

1. Brief background on you and your brand 
2. Why the two of you are a good fit 
3. What are you asking of the blogger 
4. What are you willing to give to make the relationship mutually 

beneficial 
5. Link to brand assets but don’t send attachments in first email 

● Identify niches within blogger verticals that your target consumers would 
follow. 

● Trial and error. Try different approaches and work with different niches to 
learn what digital mediums and what types of posts create the most 
brand engagement. 

● Focus on giving your bloggers an entire experience with your brand. This 
elicits posts that drive engagement as opposed to simple links and shout 
outs. 

● Focus on a contextual fit over a numerical fit. A small but super targeted 
audience is more effective for your campaign than a blogger who is a 
“sort of” contextual fit but has a lot of Twitter followers. 

● Promote all earned media on your own social channels. 
● Equip bloggers with plenty of assets to help them write an awesome and 

accurate post about your brand. High resolution images, product guides 
and infographics are great! 

● Work with bloggers across multiple digital channels. Bloggers promote 
themselves across their social outlets so their influence tends to be on a 
variety of mediums. 
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